The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2914
The Heavenly Master Mansion of the Sword Demon Division is here, and even the Galactic Guardian
Alliance is here.

This battle is the real beginning for them…

Mr. X glanced at Levilia whose breath was weakening in front of him, and he shouted: “Her medicine is
not working! Take her down with me!”

They have to understand everything about the Summoner from the Lord before the main gods meets
the Summoner, knowing themselves and the enemy, so that they can survive a hundred battles.

And Doctor Dark is coming soon.

At this moment, if Levilia was taken down, the Dark Doctor came, and immediately began to research,
looking for the weakness of the Sword Demon Division.

After the main priest comes out, it can be used directly.For so long.

The supreme pill that Levilia took is losing its efficacy bit by bit.

Her strength is slowly declining accordingly.
It is no longer possible to control the situation.

It is already very difficult to deal with the power of the kingdom of God.

Hold it for a few more minutes at most.

And she looked up and realized that it was not good.

Because Mr. X is killing her!

There are mechanical superman and so on!

This time five strong men attacked.

Levilia knew that he couldn’t stop him anymore, and had to be captured alive by others.

“boom!!!”

But at this moment, suddenly there were a few more figures in front of the giant crossbow in the rear.

Start the bow and crossbow directly, and all the remaining four super bows and arrows are activated.

It was too late for the men of the Titan War God to stop.

And they saw that this superbow crossbow was activated by one person.

And after pulling it, the electric lights flickered, and terrible energy surged.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

In an instant, four super bows and arrows were shot, tearing the world apart…

“Sh*t!”

“Sh*t!”

…

The power of the super bow and arrow can be said to be against the sky this time!

The passing area tears everything.

Countless God Kingdom powerhouses were directly shattered on the spot, dripping with blood,
splashing everywhere.

Four super bows abruptly split the chaotic battlefield!

The power of these four arrows is too strong.

Even the area just passed through becomes a restricted area.

No creature can survive!

It’s too fast!

Too much strength!

So that everyone has no time to react!

